GENERAL WAIVER, RELEASE OF LIABILITY, ACCEPTANCE OF FULL LIABILITY FOR THE CLAIM
Date

1.Being of sound mind and body and over the age of majority, I, the undersigned
hereby waive, release and accept the assumption of risks in this claim of Nationality, and

2.I, the undersigned hereby forever waive any claim against any affirmed American National of any and all
claims or liabilities for injuries or damages to my person and/or property in connection with my personal and
private political decision to return to one of these United States by claiming my Nationality within The United
States of America, and
3. I, the undersigned completely understand and comprehend that claiming my Nationality is not against the law
and that it is my human right, and
4: I, the undersigned am claiming my Nationality of my own free will and consent hereby testify that no one has
coerced, threatened, or otherwise forced me or any of my family members into signing this waiver of liability nor
forcing me to claim my Nationality, and
5. Furthermore, I, the undersigned fully comprehend that any and all benefits from a Monarch is considered
voluntary and that the affirmed American National accepts full liability for any private agreement and obligations
placed on the affirmed American National and will fulfill any obligations that arise out of aforesaid agreement
imposed on the American National by the Monarch agency. Further, any and all obligations imposed on the
American National will not be brought before the assembly for any kind of remedy against the fulfillment of any
obligation privately contracted by the affirmed American National after the claim of Nationality has been
completed, and
6.Further, I, the undersigned also understand that after my oath or affirmation, I will no longer be a US citizen
nor a citizen of any state and accept and acknowledge the obligations and responsibilities of an American
National and all that status expresses and implies, and
7. Furthermore, I, the undersigned accept and acknowledge that claiming my Nationality is a political decision
and I do have the right to change my Nationality at anytime, however, if citizenship is also claimed in anyone
of the United States, all obligations of the privilege will not be imposed on any other American National that
has not demeaned themselves as faith full citizens,and
8. Furthermore, I, the undersigned fully understand and comprehend that if citizenship is accepted and
acknowledged after Nationality has been claimed, said acceptance and acknowledgment is against the oath
or affirmation taken by the American National, and that the jurisdiction and venue offering the citizenship could
assume that your acceptance of citizenship is an act of infiltration and covert operation to undermine the
political system of the said state offering citizenship, and
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9.Furthermore, I, the undersigned hereby testify that due diligence was performed in claiming my Nationality in
one of these United States and found that nationality was not offered by any one of the United States also
known as these United States, therefore, The United States of America was my only choice of claiming my
Nationality other than the District of Columbia which is not a state nor has statehood. Therefore, The United
States of America is the only jurisdiction and venue that can fulfill my claim of Nationality properly,
10.Furthermore, I,the undersigned accept and acknowledge that although the Government of The United States of
America is obligated to render services to its American Nationals, I understand and comprehend that no other
individual affirmed American National is obligated to perform services nor serve other American Nationals by force
and any assistance is out of kindness and not contract.
Notice:
All elected office holders are not slaves, they are equal stewards of offices for other American Nationals to be
respected and honored,

The undersigned electronic signature /s/_________/s/
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